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The following document contains three high-level pool options that will be brought to the community
for preliminary discussions and input. Each option is merely a direction that we could take with the
pool; the intent being that they serve as a take-off point for further discussion and refinement. If your
preferred option is not listed here, don’t worry! Bring your idea to the engagement sessions and let’s
talk about it.
All costs such as construction costs, tax implications, etc., are estimated values only. The cost of
each/any option is highly variable and depends on a variety of factors, including the size of the
facility, its desired amenities, location, and much more. With that, it’s important to not get too fixated
on numbers but instead to focus on what your values are, what your preferences are, and ultimately,
what type of pool option you’d like to have in Coaldale.
Thank you for your interest in Coaldale’s future pool project! We look forward to seeing you at the
engagement sessions later this month.

Construction Cost
Not repairing or rebuilding the
existing pool site would allow for
re-purposing of the space to an
alternative use (such as a skate park
or other outdoor recreational use).
Repair of the space would require
at a minimum replacement of the
existing filtration and pump system,
with an estimated cost in the range
of $300,000. Replacement of the
equipment should provide for up
to five years of additional useful life
for the pool; issues with the pool
foundation suggest this is not a
viable long term option without full
reconstruction.

Amenities
Repair of the existing pool equipment
(filtration and mechanical) would
provide for no new amenities at the
space. The Town would continue to
operate the pool, allowing for public
swimming and swimming lessons, but
would not include any major investment
in new facilities or enhancements. Not
repairing the pool would allow for repurposing of the space; the Town
could also explore the concept of
shuttling residents to other area pools
in order to provide swimming access
if this is deemed to be a desire of the
community.

Tax Implications*
There would be no anticipated tax
implications associated with either
of these options. As it stands, the
pool is in a position of running at a
tax supported operating loss in the
range of $100,000/year. Existing
taxes support these losses and
could be diverted to other recreation
programs in the event that the pool
is not reopened (including the
possibility of a shuttle program).
One time construction cost in the
range of $300,000 could likely be
supported through existing capacity
and should require no additional
borrowing.

Option #1: Fix Current Pool/Do Nothing
The “do nothing” option basically indicates a preference for not having a municipally run pool in the
community; this may include options for providing access to other municipal pools and/or redesigning
the space to accommodate some other activity. Fixing the pool would provide for short term access to the
existing facility, but this is not anticipated to provide for a long term solution as the structure is very old.

Coaldale, AB

Construction Cost
Outdoor pools of the same size/
scope as the Coaldale pool typically
cost about $4,000,000 (Picture
Butte, Entwhistle). Larger outdoor
pools with more amenities (slides,
climbing walls, etc.) can reasonably
be estimated to cost $14,000,000
(Henderson). Assuming the option
lands between the existing structure
and what is available in Lethbridge,
a reasonable forecast would be
$7,000,000. Regardless of size,
outdoor pools are typically open 10
to 12 weeks per year.

Amenities
Amenities for outdoor construction
vary depending on size and cost
and could include lane swimming for
competitions, tot splash areas, slides,
climbing walls, lazy rivers, etc. These
facilities can also be built in conjunction
with other outdoor amenities like skate
parks or indoor play/event spaces. All
amenities are feasible given the ease
of expanding an outdoor pool footprint,
but they also add to project cost.

Tax Implications*
Small Outdoor:
•

$4,000,000 to build

•

$150,000 to operate

•

In the range of $75/year per
household

Large Outdoor:
•

$7,000,000 to build

•

$200,000 to operate

•

In the range of $140/year per
household

Option #2: Outdoor Facility (Large or Small)
A new outdoor pool facility that would replace the existing Coaldale outdoor pool. The new facility could
be something similar to what we currently have or it could be something much larger than we have now.
The pool could also be located either at the existing pool location or at another location in Town.
Parkland County, AB
$9.5M in 2019

Lethbridge, AB
$12.5M in 2016

Picture Butte, AB
$3.95M in 2019

Raymond, AB
$4.0M in 2009

Construction Cost
Most recent indoor pool projects
fall into the “larger” variety, opting
for facilities that meet the demands
of a wide range of citizens. Smaller
projects (Barrhead) tend to be
around 26,000 sq-ft and cost in
the range of $15,000,000 to build.
Larger projects (Wetaskiwin/North
Battleford) are in the 40,000 sq-ft
range and cost about $28,000,000
to construct. Either way, a reasonable
estimate for cost to construct is
$650/sq-ft.

Amenities
The Manluk Centre in Wetaskiwin is an
example of the “large indoor” category,
featuring diving, competition swimming,
bleachers, waterslide, whirlpool, wave
generator, leisure pool, large change
areas, support and service areas,
public viewing area, party rooms,
fitness space, multipurpose rooms, etc.
Smaller indoor pools would include
some combination, but not all, of these
features.

Tax Implications*
Small Indoor:
•

$15,000,000 to build

•

$550,000 to operate

•

In the range of $390/year per
household

Large Indoor:
•

$28,000,000 to build

•

$800,000 to operate

•

In the range of $700/year per
household

Option #3: Indoor Facility (Large or Small)
A new indoor pool facility that would replace or be in addition to the existing Coaldale outdoor pool. The
new facility could be a smaller option with limited amenities or a larger option similar to the examples
provided; or anything in between. The pool could also be located either at the existing pool or at another
location in Town.
North Battleford, SK
$22M in 2011

Barrhead, AB
$14.5M in 2015

Grand Prairie, AB
$41.5M in 2011

Wetaskawin, AB
$22M in 2012

